
MELD Start Smart-Conversation Practices  
 Days 1 – 5  

Overview:  This series of MELD Lessons are intended for 45 minutes – 1 hour, for five (5) days.  Please adjust the time and/or 
number of days according to the needs of your students.  You may also speed up or slow down per the needs of your students. 

Title:  A Good Friend 
California State 
Standards 

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with 
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  
 

SL.3.1c Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.  
 

SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 
 

SL3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification. 
 

L3.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 
 

L3.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic and domain-specific 
words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that 
night we went looking for them.) 
 

W3.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons. 
MELD 
OBJECTIVE 

Students will be able to engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts to produce 
complex oral output using all four conversational skills: CREATE, CLARIFY, FORTIFY, and 
NEGOTIATE as well as build on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Depth of 
Knowledge Level 

 DOK 1 – Select appropriate words when interpreted meaning/definition is clearly evident 
DOK 2 – Use context to identify the meaning of word phrases 
DOK 3 – Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, and/or problems 
DOK 4 - Synthesize information across multiple sources or texts 
DOK 4 - Articulate a new voice, alternate theme, new knowledge or perspective 

Essential 
Question 

What are the qualities of a good friend? 

Access Strategies Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, Cooperative 
and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols Pick-a-Stick, Moment of Silence, Give one, Get one, Silent Appointment, Put Your Two Cents In, Think-Pair-
Share, Think-Ink-Share, Stop and Jot, Corners 

Materials 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Visual Text: good friends, bad friends 
Online Text: “Enemy Pie” www.storylineonline.net 
Text #2       “The New Girl”   
Video: “What Makes a Good Friend?” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avHdx18pi_U 
Video: “Friendship Soup”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7w7yXkJTu0 
Post-its 
Chart of Conversation Norms and Skills  
Listening Task Poster 
Advanced Graphic Organizer charts and student copies  
Personal Thesaurus/Thesaurus/Dictionary 
Conversation Analysis Tool 
Friendship Pie Chart and Opinion Mini-Writing Sheet 

Key Vocabulary qualities, friend, enemy, ally, foe   

Resources Opinion Criteria and Rubric 

Culminating Task Opinion Mini-Writing- What is a good friend? 

http://www.storylineonline.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avHdx18pi_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7w7yXkJTu0


 DAY 1- Good Friend vs. Bad Friend 

California State 
Standards 

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with 
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  

SL.3.1c Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.  

SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 

SL3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification. 

L3.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 

L3.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic and domain-specific 
words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that 
night we went looking for them.) 

MELD 
Objectives 

Students will be able to engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts to produce 
complex oral output using all four conversational skills: CREATE, CLARIFY, FORTIFY, and 
NEGOTIATE as well as build on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Depth of 
Knowledge 
Levels 

DOK 3 – Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, and/or problems 

 

Essential 
Question 

What might be the qualities, signs of, and actions of a good friend? 
 

Access 
Strategies 

Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, Cooperative 
and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols 4 Corners, Pick-a-Stick, Think-Pair-Share, Moment of Silence, Give One-Get One, Shout 
Out, Call and Response, Silent Appointment 

Key Vocabulary  Qualities=signs of  or things that can be noticed as a part of the way a person or thing is 

  

Materials Visual Text: good friends, bad friends 
Chart of Conversation Norms and Skills  
Listening Task Poster 
Post-its 
Chart of Conversation Norms and Skills  
Listening Task Poster 
Advanced Graphic Organizer chart and student copies 

Resources Pages 1-4 
 

Opening 4 Corners – Post a picture (Resources p. 1-2) in each of the 4 corners.   Give each student a 
post-it and tell them to write their name on it.  Ask the students – What kind of a friend 
would you like to have? Then have the students walk over to the corner with the 
picture that shows the kind of friend they would like to have.  Have the students 
Think-Pair-Share to state the reason they chose that corner with the person closest to 
them.  Give each person 30 seconds to share, time the students.  Pick-a-Stick to share-
out whole class some of the responses.   

            



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model/Guide 
 

(This section might be good to do briefly while students are standing at attention at their four 

corners.) Say: Today, we are going to start a conversation about friendship, more 
specifically, what might be the qualities, or signs of, and actions of a good friend? (make 
a connection to what a student shared out as a ‘quality’ of a friend) 
We are also going to be introduced to two constructive conversation skills that will help 
us communicate ideas.  Those conversation skills are called CREATE and CLARIFY.   
 
When we CREATE, we say what we think or notice about something.  When we CLARIFY, 
we listen, paraphrase, and/or ask questions to make sure we fully understand what was 
said. 
(Send students back to their seats) 
 
Say: We will work together in a variety of collaborative groups (make a connection to the 4 

Corners activity and the Think-Pair-Share), creating our ideas and/or opinions (connect to 

how the students explained why they chose a particular corner), and sharing them while 
adapting our speech and using formal/standard English as appropriate for the situation. 
(refer to posted lesson objectives/standards). 
 
To ensure good listening and speaking skills, we will also establish conversation norms. 
You will watch me or some of your classmates model different norms. I’m going to say 
what you need to do. I will demonstrate the norm. Then you will debrief with your 
conversation partner by addressing the prompt: How did we demonstrate the 
conversation norms?  
 

Conversation Norms  
 
1. Use your think time 
2. Use the language of the skill 
3. Use your conversation voice 
4. Listen Respectfully 
5. Take turns and build on each other’s ideas 

 
 

Practice  
1.  Use your think time (Conversation Norms) 
 Say:  First, we focus and read the entire text. For a visual text this means that we 

look closely at all areas of the visual text.  Then we take time to think about what 
we have read or seen and how it makes sense to us. In our minds, we decide on 
words that will communicate our ideas and we might ask ourselves questions. In 
our minds, we practice and say our ideas.  

 Demonstration:  Teacher will model looking at the visual text, examine it 
closely, nod head, and place index finger on the temple of his/her head to 
demonstrate think time. 

 Debrief:  
o Teacher:  Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How 

did I demonstrate think time?  After 1 minute, bring the students back to 
share-out.  

o Targeted Response: I saw your eyes on the text; you put your finger on 
your temple to show you were thinking.  

 
 



Moment of Silence (Protocol) 
 Say:  Ok, let’s have a Moment of Silence so that you can “Use your think time,” 

while you look closely at all areas of the visual text on the board.  (The teacher 
should print and post the visual text- pictures from the resources p. 3 to create a Class 
Advanced Graphic Organizer that will be used/referred to throughout the 5 Day lessons) 
 

 The teacher will ask students to quietly think about what is happening in each 
visual text.  

Visual Text 
#1 #2 
 

 
 

 
 

2.  Use the language of the skill (Conversation Norm) 
 Say: To share our ideas, we will use the language of the skill CREATE.  We will 

use phrases like: “One idea could be, My idea is, I think, etc.”  Show the chart of 
the Response Starters 

 
CREATE 
Prompt Starters:                                 Response Starters: 
What is your idea?                                 One idea could be…. 
What do you think about?                   I think it depends on… 
What do we need to do?                      That reminds me of… 

 

 
 Say: When we CREATE, we are sharing our ideas.   
 Teacher models the hand gesture and phrase for CREATE- hands 

starting on each side of the head with fingers closed, make an 
exploding motion with hands and fingers,  and finishing with 
them spread wide on each side in the air  

 Have class practice the hand gesture and saying together a few times. 
 

 Say: We are going to share our ideas with a partner. 
 Demonstration: The teacher will select a student with whom to read the 

following script:   
Student A:  What do you think about visual text #1? 
Student B: I think the girls in the back are being mean to the girl wearing pink.  What’s 
your idea about visual text #1? 
Student A:  My idea is that the boy on the left is thinking about talking to the girl in the 
pink shirt. 
 



 Debrief  
o Teacher:  Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: 

How did we show that we were creating ideas?  What language did we 
use to demonstrate Use of the language.   After 1 minute, bring the 
students back to share-out.  

o Targeted Response: I heard the students 
sharing ideas and using the language of the 
skill to start statements and ask questions. 

   
 The teacher models sharing her idea (again) and 

writing the response on the Advanced Graphic 
Organizer (Resources p. 4) Students will Think-Pair-
Share their ideas about visual text #1 with their 
partner.  The teacher will write some of the students’ 
responses on post-its and post them on a large class 
Advanced Graphic Organizer (use the visual text 
pictures in the Resources to create a class-sized Advanced Graphic Organizer 
to model throughout the lesson) 

 

 Students will CREATE ideas about each visual text and write at least one 
supporting reason on their copy of the Advanced Graphic Organizer. 

 

CLARIFY 
 

 Say:  Today we will also CLARIFY to clearly understand what our partners 
are saying.   **NOTE- Clarifying involves the use of various methods for helping 
students understand complex language of texts and oral communication. 

 
 

 

Hand gesture and phrase for the skill of Clarifying – “Making our 
ideas clearer” 

 
 The teacher introduces and models the hand gesture for CLARIFY (teacher 

places her/his hands over eyes and gestures as if “focusing binoculars”.)   
 Say: To help us remember CLARIFY, we use the phrase- Making our ideas 

clearer. The conversation skill CLARIFY allows us to create and honor our own 
ideas while engaging in a conversation. 

 

 
Say: In order to clarify well, we will need to do #4 on our Conversation Norms chart.  
Let’s Shout out what #4 says?  What is one way to show your partner that you are 
listening respectfully?  (Use Pick-A-Stick to call on one or two students) 
 
 

Clarifying Sentence Starters 
Prompt Starters                                           Response Starters 
What did you say?                                              I heard you say…. 
What does that mean by?                                 I think it means…. 
Why is that important?                                     It is important because … 



 
#4 - Listen respectfully (Conversation Norms) –  

 Say:  Another way to let your partner know you are listening is to focus on your 
partner. You should also want to let your partner know that you understood 
them, so it is good to restate, say again, what your partner said.  This shows 
respectful listening and helps you understand your partner. 

 Demonstration: The teacher lets the student begin the conversation about any 
topic the student desires (favorite cartoon, what they ate for breakfast, etc.). 
The teacher nods and acknowledges. After the student shares, the teacher 
restates what the student said with the following phrase: I heard you say… 

 

 The teacher establishes a Call and Response protocol called, “What did you 
say?”  The class responds, “I heard you say…” 
 

 
 Demonstration:  The teacher will select two students to read the following 

conversation script: 
 

Student A:  Asking someone to play with you shows you are being a good friend.  
Student   B:  I heard you say that you can ask someone to play with you. 
Student A:  Yes, you’re right, I believe asking someone to play with you shows you are 
being a good friend. 

 Debrief:  
o Teacher: Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How 

did my partner and I demonstrate respectful listening and restating?  
After 1 minute, bring the students back to share-out.   

o Targeted Response: After the first speaker stopped talking, the other 
partner restated what they said to show respectful listening. 

 
Give one, Get one  
Students will engage in the “Give one, Get one,” protocol in order to converse with a 
partner while practicing the language of the skill in order to Clarify. 
Silent Appointment – Choose a partner from a different team.  Make silent eye 
contact. Cross your arms over your chest when you’ve identified your partner.  
Move quietly to participate in a conversation using the “Give one, Get one.” 
Protocol. 

o Teacher: Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: What 
might be the qualities, signs, of good friend or a bad friend? Students 
might choose to converse with a partner about visual text #1 or #2.  
After 1 minute, bring the students back to share-out.  

o Teacher asks:  “What did your partners say about the qualities of a 
good or bad friend?” 

o Teacher refers back to the Create & Clarify charts and asks: “What 
language of the skills did you hear your partner use?” 

o Targeted Response: Some qualities of good/bad friends are… I heard 
the students using the response starters, “My idea is … and I heard you 
say”  

 

Wrap -Up Say:  Today, we discussed two important Conversation Skills.  We learned how we might 
CREATE ideas (teacher and class do hand signal) using visual text to communicate what 
we think or noticed about being a friend.  We also practiced CLARIFYING (teacher and 



class do hand signal), to make our ideas clearer.  We practiced Conversation Norms that 
remind us to listen respectfully and to use the language of the skill when speaking.  
Most of all, you worked with different partners to practice building constructive 
conversations about the signs of a good and bad friend.  Tomorrow, we will continue to 
learn Conversation Skills that will help us communicate effectively.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 DAY 2- Choices We Make 

California State 
Standards 

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with 
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  

SL.3.1c Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.  

SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 

SL3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification. 

L3.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 

MELD 
Objectives 

Students will be able to engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts to produce 
complex oral output using all four conversational skills: CREATE, CLARIFY, FORTIFY, and 
NEGOTIATE as well as build on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Depth of 
Knowledge 
Levels 

DOK 3 – Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, and/or problems 

 

Essential 
Question 

What kind of choices does a good friend make? 
 

Access 
Strategies 

Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, Cooperative 
and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols Pick-a-Stick, Think-Pair-Share, Think-Ink-Share, Stop and Jot, Inside-Outside Circle 

Key Vocabulary  Choice  

  

Materials Online Text: “Enemy Pie” www.storylineonline.net 
Post-its 
Chart of Conversation Norms and Skills  
Listening Task Poster 
Advanced Graphic Organizer chart and student copies 

Resources Pages 5-10 

Opening Say: Today, we will continue to talk about good friends and we’ll begin our lesson by 
giving a friend a special handshake and sharing one choice that you have made recently 
that made you a good friend.  
Model for the students 1 possible handshake. Choose a student to model the special 
handshake with and the pair-share.  Allow the students to find a partner and give the 
special handshake (you can have them do it to music) and once the students have done 
their special handshake, they will pair-share a choice they have made that made them 
a good friend (30 seconds per students).  Then use Pick-a-Stick to have that student 
share out what their partner shared with them.  Teacher will chart responses on a 
chart (will use this chart on Day 5). 
 

 (Resources P. 5-6) 
 
 

http://www.storylineonline.net/


Model/Guide 
 

Say:  Yesterday we practiced some of the Conversation Norms and Skills.  Today, you will 
explain your understandings using targeted transition words or phrases and evidence from 
the text.  This is called FORTIFYING.  
 
Hand gesture and phrase for the skill of Fortifying – “Making our ideas stronger” 
 

Introduce hand gesture for FORTIFY (teacher places his/her hands by her 
head as if showing off muscles). To help us remember the skill we are 
practicing, we are going to be using a corresponding phrase “make our 
ideas stronger”. Teacher will explain to students that we use this gesture 
to show when we have new supporting ideas.  
 
Teacher will think aloud for this section. When we FORTIFY ideas, we make our ideas 
stronger. I am going to show you an image (Resources p. 7) and then we will take some 
time to look at it carefully and think about the prompt. What do you 
notice about this visual text? Provide evidence from the text to support 
your claim.  
 
Teacher refers to charts for transitions and fortifying sentence starters. 
 

Transition Starters to Fortify 
However … 
On the other hand … 
For example … 
An example from the text is … 
 

 
 
 

Fortifying Sentence Starters 
Prompt Starters                                      Response Starters 
Can you give an example of?                  For example…. 
Where does it say that?                           In the text it said that … 
Can you give an example                         An example from my life is… 
from your life? 
 

 
Say: We are going to share and fortify our ideas with a partner. 
 
Demonstration: The teacher will select a student with whom to read the 
following script:   

             Teacher: I see a boy helping his friend with her homework.  
             Student A: Can you give an example of how you know he’s helping his friend 
with her homework? 
             Teacher: An example from the text is that there are books on the table and the 
boy is pointing to them and talking and the girl is respectfully listening to him. 
 
 



 Debrief:  
o Teacher:  Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How 

did I demonstrate fortifying my idea?  After 1 minute, bring the students 
back to share-out.  

o Targeted Response: We heard you share what you noticed and then 
give an example of that in the visual text. You used the response starter 
“For example…”  

o Teacher:  Now, it’s your turn! Converse with your partner. Answer the 
following prompt: What do you notice about the visual text and fortify 
what you notice.  Remember that you can use the charts to help you! 
 After 1 minute, bring the students back to share-out.  

o Teacher asks:  “What did your partners say about what they noticed in 
the visual text? 

o Teacher refers back to the Fortify charts and asks: “What language of the 
skills did you hear your partner use?” 

o Targeted Response: I noticed that… For example…  
 
 

Teacher and students will participate in an Interactive Read Aloud of a Complex Text 
“Enemy Pie” about a young boy who learns about friendship. During the interactive 
Read Aloud the teacher and students listen to the story read to them from 
www.storylineonline.net (10 minutes).  The class will first listen to the story for the 
flow, as suggested in Close Reading Procedures, then, watch/listen again stopping and 
jotting on their form of annotating the text. 
  
Prompt for video: What good or bad choices were made by the characters in the 
story? 
The teacher will model the use of “Stop and Jot” and “Think-Pair-Share,” while 
annotating notes on the teacher Advanced Graphic Organizer (Resources p. 8). 
** YOU CAN CLICK ON CC (CLOSED CAPTIONING) IN THE VIDEO TO SEE THE TEXT. 

 
During the “Stop and Jot,” – the teacher models taking notes and generating evidence 
from students that show where good or bad choices were made. Teacher 
may stop the read aloud at points when there is supporting evidence.  
Note** (Continue this process, gradually releasing the responsibility of finding the 
supporting/fortifying evidence to the students.)  

 
 
 
                    
                                                                                                                                Resources p. 9-10 
 

 

Teacher Note**During Think-Pair-Shares, students should: 
 

 Think about the possible responses and how best to say them in connected sentences (They 
can write them down, too, but shouldn’t read them when talking) 

 Interact face to face (face each other) 
 Take turns talking 
 Listen to remember, connect, and compare to what the partner says. 
 Give evidence from the book, discussions, or own life. 
 Ask clarifying questions to know more   (Do you mean that…? Why do you think that? Where 

does it say that? Did you get that from a random web site? Tell me more about…) 

 

http://www.storylineonline.net/


5.  Take turns and build on each other’s ideas (Conversation Norm) 
 Say:  In order to learn from each other, we have to share our best thinking and 

listen carefully so we can add supporting evidence to fortify our partner’s ideas.  
Taking turns is everyone’s responsibility.  Remember the goal of constructive 
conversations is to learn from each other (teacher may highlight or point to norm 
#5 on the Conversation Norms chart).  
 

3. Use your conversation voice (Conversation Norm) 
 Say: Soon, we are going to participate in Inside Outside Circle protocol, where we 

will all need to talk to our partners at the same time.  For these types of 
conversations it is good to use your conversation voice- project your voice and 
speak clearly.  

 Demonstration: Teacher selects a student volunteer.  Both are facing each 
other. The teacher gives an example of a non-model where quiet and mumbled 
voices are used.  The teacher selects another student where the teacher uses a 
clear voice. The teacher and the student take turns and build on each other’s 
ideas. 

 
Debrief:   
o Teacher: Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How did my 

partner and I use our conversation voice?  After 1 minute, bring the students 
back to share-out. 

o Targeted Response: The teacher used a clear voice; one person spoke at a 
time as they took turns. 

 
 

Demonstration 
Inside Outside Circle  (Protocol) 
 
 The teacher will divide the class into two equal groups.  One group will represent the 
inside circle and the other group the outside circle.  The outside circle will rotate 
clockwise as they ask or respond to questions in a conversation about the two 
characters and the good or bad choices they made in the story.  Students should use 
Transition and Fortifying starters in their conversations. 
 
Say:  Now we will practice using transition words/phrases to share evidence from the 
text that supports our ideas about friends who make good or bad choices. 
The teacher selects one student with whom she models fortifying ideas by using 
transition words/phrases and evidence from the text as they read the script. 
 

  
Student A:  Can you give an example of a good or bad choice one of the characters               
made? 
Teacher:  In the text it said that, Jeremy Ross did not invite the boy to play on the 
trampoline. I think that was a bad choice, something a bad friend would do. 
Student A:  Can you give an example from your life? 
Teacher:  An example from my life is when Julie invited all the girls in the classroom to 
her birthday party but she did not invite me because I was new to the school.  
 
Debrief: 



o Teacher: Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How 
did my partner and I demonstrate using transitions/phrases and 
evidence from the text to build up our conversations?  After 1 minute, 
bring the students back to share-out.   

o Targeted Response: Can you give an example of…, In the text it said…, 
An example from my life is… 

  
 Teacher:  Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How did 

my partner and I demonstrate taking turns and building on each other’s 
ideas? 

 Targeted Response: The teacher listened and waited until the student was 
done speaking before he/she spoke.  The student asked the teacher to give 
an example from his/her life to fortify/strengthen their idea.  

 

Practice Inside Outside Circle 
 
Students will form the inside-outside circle and Teacher will begin discussion with the 
outside circle responding first to the following prompt: Using their 
Advanced Graphic Organizer, give an example of how one of the 
two characters made good choices as a friend.  Encourage the 
students to use the Fortify posters to use transition prompts and/or 
responses. 
 
Then after the outside circle rotates, the inside circle will be 
prompted with: Using Advanced Graphic Organizer, give an 
example of how one of the characters made bad choices as a friend.                                                                                                                            
Resources p. 9 
 
Teacher walks around to record some students using the selected sentence starters 
and/or any targeted responses.   
 
After the inside circle has had a chance to share, the teacher gives the class some 
feedback based on her informal observation of the students’ language used during the 
Inside-Outside Circle protocol.  
 
Teacher adds the student responses about good choices onto the “Friendship Pie” 
chart and the quality that choice demonstrated. *Note- Create a chart similar to the one 
below.  This chart will also be used on Day 3 to add more qualities and actions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Resources p. 11 
 
 
 
 

Friendship Pie 
 
Qualities              Actions 



Wrap -Up  
Say:  Today, we learned another important Conversation Skill.  We learned to FORTIFY 
ideas to make our ideas stronger by using evidence from the text.  We also practiced two 
Conversation Norms: Take Turns and Build on Each Other’s Ideas, and Using your 
Conversation Voice.  You engaged in different collaborative discussions.  Who can name 
the ways we engaged in discussion?  (Possible answers: Inside - Outside Circle and 
Think-Pair-Share)  
 
Think about the new learning you gained from today’s lesson. Pair with a partner and 
share, how the conversation skills and norms have helped you communicate more 
effectively in class. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 DAY 3- Qualities and Actions 

California State 
Standards 

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with 
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  

SL.3.1c Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.  

SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 

SL3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification. 

L3.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 

MELD 
Objectives 

Students will be able to engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts to produce 
complex oral output using all four conversational skills: CREATE, CLARIFY, FORTIFY, and 
NEGOTIATE as well as build on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Depth of 
Knowledge 
Levels 

DOK 1 – Select appropriate words when interpreted meaning/definition is clearly evident 
DOK 2 – Use context to identify the meaning of word phrases 
DOK 3 – Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, and/or problems 
DOK 4 - Synthesize information across multiple sources or texts 

Essential 
Question 

What are the qualities or actions of a good friend? 

Access 
Strategies 

Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, Cooperative 
and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols  Silent Appointment, Thin-Pair-Share, Think-Ink-Share, Stop and Jot, Pick-a-Stick, Raise a Righteous Hand 

Key Vocabulary qualities, friend, enemy 

Materials “Enemy Pie” Quotes/Actions Chart 
Personal Thesaurus copies for each student(Each will need 3 ) or Personal Thesaurus booklet  
Text: “The New Girl”  
http://www.cnusd.k12.ca.us/cms/lib/CA01001152/Centricity/Domain/1403/grades_2-3.pdf 
Friendship Pie Chart 

Resources Pages 12-14 

Opening Teacher will cut out the quotes/actions on Resources p. 12-13 so that students can 
match them to the correct character from the online story “Enemy Pie”.   
 
Say:  Today, we are going to review our selection from yesterday by looking at some 
quotes.  You will use some hand signals to tell me who you believe made the statement.  If 
you think the “Boy” said it or did it, then show 1 finger or if you think “Jeremy” said it or 
did it, then show 2 fists. Note**After the students share who said what, have them fortify 
using evidence from the text. 

 
Now, let’s review whether or not some of these statements showed “qualities” (emphasize 

this word) of being a good friend or a bad friend.   

Model/Guide 
 

Personal Thesaurus:  
 

Say: We have been discussing the signs of a good friend as well as a bad friend. I have 
said “signs of a good friend” but just a minute ago, I said, “qualities of a good friend”.  Did 
you notice that?  What do we call two words that mean the same or almost the same? 
 **Give students think time and have them raise a righteous hand to answer.   They are 
synonyms, they mean the same or almost the same.  Both are ok to use but our 3rd grade 

http://www.cnusd.k12.ca.us/cms/lib/CA01001152/Centricity/Domain/1403/grades_2-3.pdf


standards want us to expand our vocabulary when we write and speak at school. So we 
want to have a bank of synonyms so that you can begin to speak and write like a 3rd 
grader with 3rd grade or even 4th grade vocabulary words!  
 
So, we are going to use our personal thesaurus so that we can expand our vocabulary 
and use those new words, those synonyms, when we speak in our constructive 
conversations and then on Day 5, write our opinion.  
 

 Students identify synonyms for friend. Students add and use their new 
vocabulary in constructive conversations and writing. 

 Ex:  The commonly used vocabulary is “friend.”  Synonyms might be:  ally, 
companion, buddy, partner 

 Teacher models the use of the Personal Thesaurus.  
Students identify other synonyms and antonyms for 
the vocabulary words, “enemy, signs of”.  Students 
write multiple meanings in their Personal Thesaurus. 
The teacher might choose to build Academic 
Vocabulary using the Personal Thesaurus with one new 
word each day.                                                

Resources p. 14 
 

Say:  Today we will gather evidence from reading a text that shows other qualities of a 
good friend/ally/companion/buddy.  We will use the evidence to negotiate or support 
opposing opinions.   
 
–NOTE**In order to fortify complex text, students identify and evaluate multiple examples of 
evidence.  We will practice Negotiating ideas which include challenging an idea by presenting 
counterexamples or other ideas that oppose or compete with it.  
 
 
Hand gesture and phrase for the skill of Negotiating – “Evaluating and 
Comparing Ideas” 
 
Introduce hand gesture for NEGOTIATE.  
Say: To help us remember we are going to be using a synonymous 
phrase and gesture. (Teacher extends arms with palms upturned 
and moves arms in balancing motion.) We use this gesture to show 
when we negotiate our ideas. When we negotiate ideas, we challenge someone’s idea by 
presenting counterexamples or other ideas that oppose or are the opposite of it. 
 
Teacher reviews the Negotiating Sentence Starters chart pointing out the phrase that 
shows opposition (A point of disagreement that I have is. 

Negotiating Sentence Starters 
Prompt Starters                                      Response Starters 
What is your opinion?                             In my opinion…. 
Where do you disagree?                         A point of disagreement that I have is… 
How does your evidence                         
compare with mine?                                I think the positives of …. outweigh the 
negatives…   
 



 
Introduce the Listening Task Poster  
 

Say: One of the California Standards that you have to learn this year is ask questions to 
check understanding of information and link your comments to others’.  In order to 
do that well, we will need to really practice our listening to make sure we understand 
what is being said and how our thoughts connect.  Here are some questions to consider to 
make sure we are listening.       
Teacher refers to Listening Task Poster and reads each step aloud.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The teacher and students read the text, “The New Girl” and annotate ideas to support 
the qualities of a good friend.   
 
After the readings and annotation, the teacher will then model how students might use 
Negotiating Sentence Starters in a conversation with a student. 
 
PROMPT:  What evidence from the text helps support your ideas about what the 
qualities and actions of a good friend are? 
 
 
Resources p. 15 

*NOTE - Please go directly to the website address where you can 
download and print this short passage. It is a PDF document that has a 
collection of nonfiction short passages. This passage will be on page 
32.  

http://www.cnusd.k12.ca.us/cms/lib/CA01001152/Centricity/Domain/1403/grades
_2-3.pdf 
 

(Suggestions for Close Reading of the article) 
Teacher and students read the whole text all the way through.  Then, teacher models 
“Stop and Jot” in the margin area after the re-read of the first paragraph.  Students 
and Teacher re-read paragraph 2 and participate in “Think-Pair –Share” to determine 
what note(s) they will jot in the margin. Students and Teacher will re-read the third 
paragraph and students will practice, “Think-Ink-Share”.   Teacher and students jot 
notes about the qualities and actions of a good friend. Teacher can give time to 
students to jot any other evidence that supports being a good friend in the text.   
 
The teacher uses “Pick-a-Stick” to hear students share what they have written.  
Teacher adds the student responses onto the “Friendship Pie” chart. 

Listening Task Poster:  
1. Did partners state their idea? 
2. Did they take turns sharing their ideas? 
3. Did they stay on topic? 
4. Did they use evidence from the text? 
5. Did they build on each other’s ideas? 

 

http://www.cnusd.k12.ca.us/cms/lib/CA01001152/Centricity/Domain/1403/grades_2-3.pdf
http://www.cnusd.k12.ca.us/cms/lib/CA01001152/Centricity/Domain/1403/grades_2-3.pdf


 
Say: Now I will model with a student how to fortify our opinions. **Keep using hand 
gestures for Fortify 

 

Demonstration: 
Select one student to read the script with the teacher. 
Teacher:  In your opinion what are the best qualities of being a good friend?  
Student:  In my opinion, being a good friend is sharing your toys with a friend.  What 
is your opinion? 
Teacher:  I agree that sharing your toys with a friend is being a good friend, however, 
in “The New Girl” text, it said that Becky did not tattle tale on Sasha and so sometimes 
not doing something is also being a good friend.  Do you disagree? 
Student:  [A point of disagreement that I have is that] not doing something can be 
confusing because a kid can think that not sharing a toy is being a good friend.  

 Debrief:   
o Teacher: Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How 

did the teacher and student take turns and build on each other’s ideas?  
After 1 minute, bring the students back to share-out. 

o Targeted Response:  The students used transitions and negotiating 
sentence starters as they took turns comparing opinions and providing 
evidence to support their ideas. 

Practice  
Say: Now that we have more evidence to fortify our thoughts, we will have a discussion 
and practice negotiating our ideas.  
 
Silent Appointment: Students will make a silent appointment with someone from a 
different table and discuss the prompt: What is your opinion about the qualities and 
actions of a good friend? Fortify your evidence with the text! 
 
Teacher will remind students to use evidence from the text to fortify their opinion and 
to use transition words/phrases when building on each other’s ideas. 
 
Teacher circulates to listen to student responses to prepare to give the class feedback 
on their use of the conversation skills and/or norms.  
 
Say: Raise a Righteous Hand to add some qualities/actions of a good friend to our 
Friendship Pie chart from Day 3. 
 
Teacher adds the student responses onto the “Friendship Pie” chart. 

Wrap -Up Say:  Today, we accomplished many goals.  (Teacher inserts specific student responses)  
We gained academic vocabulary using the Personal Thesaurus.  Then, we read a text that 
allowed us to Fortify our ideas and gain further evidence to support them.  Finally, we 
practiced speaking while using Fortifying and Negotiating Sentence Starters.  Tomorrow 
we will continue practicing Constructive Conversations to build up our evidence to 
support qualities and actions of a good friend.  
 

 
 
 



 

 DAY 4- Good Friend vs. Bad Friend 

California State 
Standards 

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with 
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  
 

SL.3.1c Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.  
 

SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 
 

SL3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification. 
 

L3.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 
 

L3.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic and domain-specific 
words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that 
night we went looking for them.) 

MELD 
Objectives 

Students will be able to engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts to produce 
complex oral output using all four conversational skills: CREATE, CLARIFY, FORTIFY, and 
NEGOTIATE as well as build on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Depth of 
Knowledge 
Levels 

DOK 3 – Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, and/or problems 
DOK 4 - Synthesize information across multiple sources or texts 
DOK 4 - Articulate a new voice, alternate theme, new knowledge or perspective 

Essential 
Question 

How can I show the qualities/actions of a good friend? 
 
 

Access 
Strategies 

Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, Cooperative 
and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols Think-Pair-Share, Think-Ink-Share, Stop and Jot, Pick-a-Stick, Raise a Righteous Hand, Musical Shares 

Key Vocabulary good= friendly, loyal , helps you, shares, kind     bad= mean, liar, hurts you 

Resources Pages 15-18 

Materials Video:  “What Makes A Good Friend” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avHdx18pi_U    
Video: “Friendship Soup”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7w7yXkJTu0   
Advanced Graphic Organizer – Good Friend/Bad Friend 
 

Opening Teacher will prepare mini-pies with each of the students’ names written on them.  Then, 
he/she will hand them out and each student that receives it will write a quality or action 
they have seen in that person.  They can use the Friendship Pie chart or any other chart 
you’ve created together in the past 3 days.  Once all the students are done, the teacher 
can place all the mini-pies as a border around the bulletin board that will hold the Opinion 
Mini-Writing the students will work on Day 5.   
 

Say: We have really been working on fortifying what a good friend is.  We have talked and 
recorded many good qualities and actions.  Now, you will get a chance to describe 
someone in this classroom with a quality or an action.  I will give you a mini-pie with 
someone’s name on it.  You have to think, be respectful, and then write down a quality that 
person shows or an action that you have seen them do that demonstrates them being a 
good friend.  We will work quietly but you are welcome to go up to the charts we have 
been using these past 3 days or use the Advanced Graphic Organizers you have filled out.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avHdx18pi_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7w7yXkJTu0


Model/Guide 
 

Say:  Over the past few days, we have also practiced four important Conversation Skills:  
CREATE, CLARIFY, FORTIFY, AND NEGOTIATE.  We also discussed and practiced using 
Conversation Norms that are needed to communicate effectively.  We have practiced and 
observed our classmates: 1. Use your think time, 2. Use the language of the skill, 3. 
Use your conversation voice, 4. Listen respectfully, and 5. Take turns and build on 
each other’s ideas.  Today, we will practice all of the Conversation Norms while we 
participate in constructive conversations.  
 
 

Negotiating Sentence Starters 
Prompt Starters                                      Response Starters 
What is your opinion?                             In my opinion…. 
Where do you disagree?                         A point of disagreement is… 
How does your evidence                        I think the positives of …. outweigh the negatives…   
compare with mine? 
 

 
PROMPT:  What evidence from the videos help support your ideas about what qualities 
a good friend has and what a good friend should never do? 
 
Say: Now we are going to watch two videos that express qualities a good friend has.  
Using the evidence from the videos, we will infer and discuss what a good friend should 
never do. 
We will annotate notes using the “Stop and Jot,” strategy in order to stop the video and 
write notes. 
 
 Students will have several opportunities while watching the video to “Think-Ink-
Share” their notes that support their opinion on what the qualities of a good friend 
are.  
 
The teacher shows each video and models “Stop and Jot, and Think-Ink-Share,” while 
annotating some ideas that support what the qualities of a good friend.   
 
Say: According to the video, what are some other qualities of a good friend? 
 
The teacher models referring to parts of the video and adding Prompt and Response 
Starters using a highlighter. 
 
Teacher may choose to replay the video to give students another opportunity to put 
into practice what they’ve observed the teacher do during her annotation model.  Or, 
the teacher may choose to play the next video, pausing periodically so that students 
have the opportunity to annotate.   
 

After discussing some of the annotated good qualities, have 
students use those notes plus their own experience to infer what 
a good friend should never do.  Record their thoughts on an 
Advanced Graphic Organizer.   

 

Teacher adds students’ responses to the graphic organizer. 
Students fill in their own copy.                                       Resources p. 15 



 
Say: Remember in order to fortify our ideas we will need to negotiate multiple sources of 
evidence.  When we do this we can use negotiating sentence starters as we talk with our 
partners.   
 
The teacher models how students might use Negotiating Sentence Starters in a 
conversation with a student.  The teacher asks students to identify how the teacher 
uses Negotiating Sentence Starters in the demonstration.  The teacher uses Pick-a-
Stick to select students to highlight the Sentence Starters used. 
 
 

Negotiating Sentence Starters 
Prompt Starters                                      Response Starters 
What is your opinion?                             In my opinion…. 
Where do you disagree?                         A point of disagreement is… 
How does your evidence                        I think the positives of …. outweigh the negatives…   
compare with mine? 
                                                                         Even though it seems that… 
 

 
Demonstration: 
Select one student to read the script with the teacher. 
Teacher:  What evidence did you gain from the video to support your opinion about 
what a good friend is?  
Student:  In the second video I saw that a good friend is someone you can trust to be 
there for you.  What is your opinion? 
Teacher:  I agree, in the video they did say that a good friend can be trusted, however 
it also said that sometimes there are little arguments between friends.     
Student:  Even though it seems that good friends get along well, there may be times 
when they disagree and sometimes argue.   
 

 
 Debrief:   

o Teacher: Converse with your partner. Answer the following prompt: How 
did the teacher and student take turns and build on each other’s ideas?  
After 1 minute, bring the students back to share-out. 

o Targeted Response:  The student and teachers used evidence from the 
video, transitions and negotiating sentence starters as they took turns 
comparing opinions and providing evidence to support their ideas 

 

Practice Say:  Today you will practice constructive conversations by Fortifying your ideas in order to 
make them “stronger and clearer”.  The purpose of this activity is to help you and others 
to strengthen and clarify academic ideas. Each time you talk to a partner, you build from 
and borrow the ideas and language of previous partners. Try to make your answer 
stronger each time with better and better evidence, examples, and explanations.  Try to 
make your idea clearer each time by using a topic sentence, logical ways to organize and 
link sentences, and precise words. You can also ask each partner to elaborate, clarify, 
explain, and/or provide more evidence. 
*(Note for the teacher)- If notes or visuals are used, their use is intentionally and/or slowly 
reduced from the first exchange(s) to the last one. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students participate in “Stronger & Clearer”.  Using the Musical Shares protocol, 
students will circulate/dance around to the music until it stops.  Once it stops, they 
will partner up with the person closest to them and respond to the prompt: What is 
your opinion about what a good friend is?  (repeat the musical shares rotation 3 times-  
each time instructing the students to use their notes less and less.  By the last share, 
students should NOT use their notes.) 

    
 The teacher should walk around scripting interchanges in order to give specific 
feedback on students’ ability to use multiple sources, negotiate, build on one 
another’s ideas, clarify, etc. 
 

Wrap -Up Say:  Today was very rewarding.  The videos we observed allowed us to Fortify and gain 
stronger and clearer evidence to support our ideas about what a good friend is. 
It was interesting to find how strong some of you feel about your ideas by the 
Negotiating skills I observed with the Stronger and Clearer activity.  Tomorrow, we will 
begin preparing all of our evidence in order to write an opinion mini-writing, on what a 
good friend is! 
 
 Think about how you have used the Conversation Skills over the past few days.  Pair with 
a partner and shares how you might use the evidence you have collected in order to 
challenge someone’s ideas.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 DAY 5- Qualities of a Good Friend! 

California State 
Standards 

SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with 
diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  
 

SL.3.1c Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others.  
 

SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 
 

SL3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification. 
 

L3.3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 
 

L3.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic and domain-specific 
words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that 
night we went looking for them.) 
 

W3.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons.  

MELD 
Objectives 

1. Students will be able to engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts to 
produce complex oral output using all four conversational skills: CREATE, CLARIFY, 
FORTIFY, and NEGOTIATE as well as build on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

 
2. Students will write their opinion on what is a good friend or what makes a good 

friend. They will introduce the topic or text they are writing about, state an 
opinion, and create an organizational structure that lists their reasons to support 
their opinion.    

Depth of 
Knowledge 
Levels 

DOK 3 – Analyze interrelationships among concepts, issues, and/or problems 
DOK 4 - Synthesize information across multiple sources or texts 
DOK 4 - Articulate a new voice, alternate theme, new knowledge or perspective 

Essential 
Question 

What is your opinion on the qualities that make a good friend? 
 

Access 
Strategies 

Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, 
Cooperative and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols Put Your Two Cents In, Thin-Pair-Share, Raise a Righteous Hand, Round-Robin Carousel Walk, 
Moment of Silence 

Key Vocabulary Qualities, friend, kind, loyal  

Materials Friendship Pie sheet for each student  
Conversation Analysis Tool (CAT)  
Opinion Mini-Writing Criteria and Rubric, Sentence Starters 

Resources Pages 19-25 

Opening Say: WOW boys and girls!!  We have learned so much about what a good friend/ally/companion is.  
We have learned the qualities and actions of what makes someone a good friend.  Take a look at 
our Advanced Graphic Organizers and Friendship Pie chart we’ve worked on these past few days!  
You have worked hard, and so now how about we create a Friendship Pie Recipe!  Not enemy pie of 
course but a Friendship Pie recipe!!!  In cooking, we use measuring words like a cup of, a pinch of, a 
dash of, or a spoonful of, like they used in one of the videos we watched.  So, we’ll use the same 
terms but for our friendship pie recipe!  So I’ll model with mine and you will help me out by raising a 
righteous hand!  
Teacher uses qualities/actions from the different charts around the room to create the recipe and then students can 
fill out their own! 



Model/Guide 
 

Constructive Conversation Opinion Mini-Writing  (1-2 days)    
 
Say:  You are now going to have the opportunity to practice the Conversation Skills: 
Fortify and Negotiate one more time before writing your opinion writing! 
 
Rules for the Round Robin Carousel Walk: 

1. Teacher selects teams of 4. 
2. Class Advanced Graphic Organizers and charts are placed around the room. 
3. Each team will start at one chart and do a moment of silence to review the chart. 
4. On the teacher’s 1st signal (Chime, bell, etc.), each student will share one thing 

from the poster they agree or disagree with and give support for their opinion. 
5. On the teacher’s 2nd signal (Call and Response) any student on the team will be 

given the opportunity to negotiate with another student on the team based on 
what they said. 

                         Call and response:    Say:  “When I say, LISTEN, you say, UP!  
                                                                   Say:  “LISTEN” 
                                                                   Students say: “UP”  
                                                                   (Repeat 2Xs) 

  
6. On the teacher’s 3rd signal (Music, a song, etc), the team moves to the next poster 

and the process begins again. 
7. Students observe the Conversation Norms. 
8. The teacher circulates to record/listen to students in order to give feedback 

after using the Conversation Analysis Tool (CAT). Introduce the CAT here after 
reviewing the rules for RoundRobin so that the students know what you will be 
listening for.   

Conversation Analysis Tool (CAT) *Note: Need to chart  
The teacher provides a score of 4 – 3 – 2 – 1 to rate the progress of student 
conversations for each dimension using the Conversation Analysis Tool.  
 

Practice Say:  Now that we have reviewed the rules for the RoundRobin Carousel Walk, let’s 
establish our teams! (teams may be made up by table group, randomly Pick-a-Stick, or 
any other protocol) 
I will be walking around to listen so that I can give you feedback because 
remember…practice makes better! 
 
Students will work in their teams to collaborate and build evidence to support their 
opinion on what qualities make a good friend.   
 
The teacher should provide feedback to the groups as she/he walks around.  The 
teacher should remind students to use Academic Vocabulary learned and recorded 

Dimension 1:  Turns build on previous turns to build up an 
idea. 

Dimension 2:  Turns focus on the knowledge or skills based on 
the lesson’s objectives. 



in their Personal Thesaurus.  In addition, the teacher should remind students that 
they might use the Conversation Skills Prompt Starters and Response Starters to 
build up and on others during the activity.   
 
Say:  I have been observing your team work and am very pleased with your collaboration 
of ideas and the evidence you have used to support your opinion of the qualities of a good 
friend.  I now want to give you feedback on your conversation using the CAT.   
 
Now you are ready to write your opinion piece.  Let’s go over the criteria of what you 
should have in your writing piece (A criteria and rubric are in the resources pages) so 
you know how you’ll be graded. You may use any of the charts posted and/or your 
advanced graphic organizers!  You are ready…go! 
(Provide as much time as your students need to finish their opinion mini-writing) 

Wrap -Up Say:  Today was an awesome day!  Thumbs up if you agree? What great things did you 
practice and/or learn today? (Possible answers: “We practiced Conversation Skills and 
Norms.  We worked collaboratively in teams to provide evidence from multiple sources in 
order to FORTIFY and NEGOTIATE our ideas.)   
 
The skills you are learning will help you gain Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing 
standards that will prepare you for the College and Career of your choice. 
 
 

 

FORMATIVE 
ASSESSMENT 

 

EXAMPLE: Other Conversation Assessments might be used 
 
Conversation Analysis Tool (CAT)  
The teacher provides a score of 4 – 3 – 2 – 1 to rate the progress of student 
conversations for each dimension using the Conversation Analysis Tool. 

 
 

 

Assessment I.  Students are scored by their participation and progress in Constructive Conversations that 
provide examples of the four Conversation Skills (Create, Clarify, Fortify, and Negotiate). 
 

II. Students model proficient use of the five Conversation Norms.  
1. Use your think time 
2. Use the language of the skill 
3. Use your conversation voice 
4. Listen Respectfully 
5. Take turns and build on each other’s ideas 

 

III. Writing Task- Opinion on what are the qualities and/or actions of a good friend. 
 


